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Minnesota
Dollywood, Valleyfair, Frankie's Fun Park, Carowinds, Charlotte…Plants vs Zombies interactive 3d motion-based theater; Schlitterbahn Galveston, Galveston…Massiv — WhiteWater Master Blaster water coaster SeaWorld San Antonio, San Antonio…Discovery Point — new dolphin interaction experience

Missouri
Kansas City Zoo, Kansas City…Specialty Vehicles Eco-Star shuttle Mountain Adventure Resort, Branson…ADG Mountain Coaster Six Flags St. Louis, Eureka…Fireball — Larson Giant Loop; New Revolution — VR experience on Ninja Coaster

Nebraska
Vala's Pumpkin Patch, Gretna…WhiteWater Attractions Foam Factory

New Hampshire
Gunstock Mountain Resort, Gilford…Wiegand Alpine Coaster

New Jersey
iPlay America, Freehold…SBF spinning coaster Land of Make Believe, Hope…ProSlide SuperLoop with SkyBox Playland's Castaway Cove, Ocean City…GaleForce — S&S launched extreme coaster; Wild Waves — E&F Miller steel coaster; WhirlWind — SBF spinning coaster

New York
Sahara Sam's Oasis, West Berlin…Indoor water park expansion with ProSlide 2x Pipeline; family leisure pool Six Flags Great Adventure, Jackson…Joker — S&S 4-D Free Spin Coaster Six Flags Hurricane Harbor, Jackson…Caribbean Cove — WhiteWater AquaPlay; new beach area with additional 300 lounge chairs Steel Pier, Atlantic City…Soaring Eagle Zipline The Funplex, Mount Laurel…WhiteWater Body Slides, Champagne Bowl, AquaDrop, AquaPlay

New Mexico
Albuquerque BioPark Zoo, Albuquerque…Chance Rides endangered species carousel

New York

North Carolina
Carowinds, Charlotte…Plants vs Zombies interactive 3d motion-based theater; Boomerang Bay expansion with WhiteWater 3x Flatline Loop, Constrictor, innertube slides and AquaPlay Rainfortress; Frankie's Fun Park, Raleigh…Zamperla Windstar

Ohio
Cedar Point, Sandusky…Valravn — B&M Dive Coaster; Baynum repainting of Top Thrill Dragster Kings Island, Kings Mills…Tropical Plunge — WhiteWater 3x FlatLine Loop, Cons tractor, innertube slides

Pennsylvania
Dorney Park, Allentown…New PTCl trains for Thunderhawk roller coaster Hershey Lodge, Hershey…ProSlide 2x Twister Kennywood, West Mifflin…Remodel of Noah's Ark for 80th season Knoebel's Amusement Resort, Elysburg…Zamperla Galleon

South Carolina
Frankie's Fun Park, Greenville…Zamperla Discovery 360 Oceana with Lake Fresh, Myrtle Beach…WhiteWater 4L Mat racer, Inner-tube Slide, AquaPlay

South Dakota
Rush Mountain Adventure Park, Keystone…RUSHmore Mountain Coaster — Wiegand Mountain Coaster

Tennessee
Dollywood, Pigeon Forge…Lightning Rod — RMC launched wooden coaster Smoky Mountain Alpine Coaster, Pigeon Forge…New Wiegand vehicles with magnetic brakes Top Jump, Pigeon Forge…REG Clip 'n Climb challenge course

Texas

Utah
Liberty Park, Salt Lake City…Wattman Trains Mini Express Trains

Virginia
Busch Gardens Williamsburg, Williamsburg…Refurbishment of Das Festhaus with new shows and new attractions; Kings Dominion, Doswell…Delirium — Mondial Suspended Frisbee

Wisconsin
Acytec Insurance Corporate HQ, Sheboygan…Chance Rides Century Wheel TRAVELING SHOWS/CRUISE SHIPS

ABC Rentals…Scat
All Around Amusements…Kolmax Plus Dumbo Ride, Tea Cups Amusements of America…Kolmax Plus Dumbo Ride Amusements of America…Kolmax Plus Tea Cups Beauce Carnival…Fredrickson Fun Slide Boos Brothers…Fabbri 5m. Portable Booster Brown's Amusements…Kolmax Plus Tea Cups


Kings Island, Kings Mills…Tropical Plunge — WhiteWater 3x FlatLine Loop, Cons tractor, innertube slides

Knoebel's Amusement Resort, Elysburg…Zamperla Galleon

Modern Amusements…Kolmax Plus Tea Cups Mr. Ed's Magical Midways…KMG Inversion, S&S/Visa Compact Spinning Coaster Paradise Shows…Kolmax Plus Dumbo Ride

Rockwell Amusements…Eli Bridge Scrambler Royal Caribbean Harmony of the Seas…Polin 2x Aquattract, 2x Space Shuttle Royal Caribbean Oasis of the Seas…WhiteWater 2x Double FlowRider Royal Caribbean Quantum of the Seas…WhiteWater Double FlowRider


Toby's Carnival…S&S Sensei Frog Hopper Tutano Amusements…Wadkins Expo Wheels Expo Wheel Wade Shows…Kolmax Plus Dumbo Ride; Chance Rides Zipper rebuild Wilson Family Shows…Mardi Gras Fun House, Kolmax Plus Tea Cups

Wonderland Midways…Wadkins Expo Wheels, Expo Wheel
BAHRAIN
Lost Paradise of Dilmun, Bahrain...Polin Looping Rocket

BELGIUM
Bobbejaanland, Lichten...Mount Mara — VR experience on existing Mount Mara Coaster; Nightmare Hotel — escape room
Plopsa de Dansen, Adinkerke-De Panne, West-Vlaanderen...Heide the Ride — GCII wooden coaster
Walibi Belgium, Ware, Walloon Brabant...Pulsar — Mack Rides PowerSplash

BRAZIL
Beach Park, Aquiraz...Vaquitundo — record-breaking ProSlide Tornado 60
Flamboyant Mall, Goiânia...Wattran Trains Mini Express Train
Parque Downtown, Rio de Janeiro...Rayder Play indoor coaster (relocated)
Sirlele Aqua Paradise, Barao de Cacas...WhiteWater AquaSpray, Constrictor, Multi-lane Mat racer, SuperBowl, wave equipment

BULGARIA
Duni Royal AquaPark, Sozopol...Polin Black Hole-Racing Slide+Flying Boats, Multi-lane, Kamikaze Body Slide, Aquaspace, compact slide combinations

CHILE
Fantasilandia, Santiago...Tren Minero — Vekoma Mine Train relocated from Rattanga Junction (November 2015)

CHINA
Chimelong Paradise, Guangzhou, Guangdong...Zamperla U-Drive, Demolition Derby, Magic Bikes, Air Race, Rocking Tug
Discoveryland, Dalian, Liaoning...Zamperla Thunderbolt Coaster
Disneyland Hong Kong, Hong Kong...Iron Man Experience — combination walkthrough and simulator

DENMARK
Tivoli Gardens, Copenhagen...Fatamorgana — Huss Park Attractions Condor 2GH

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
carismaHotels, Punta Cana...WhiteWater AquaPlay and Aqua Spray

ENGLAND
Alton Towers, Alton, Staffordshire...Galactica — VR experience on air flying coaster; Food Loop restaurant Big Sheep, Bideford, Devon...Big One — Zierer custom Tivoli relocated from New MetroLand Blackpool Pleasure Beach, Blackpool...Wattran Trains Maxi XT Tornado blaster dark ride

FINLAND
Espan, Lipton, Hampshire...Flight of the Pterosaur — Vekoma Suspended Family Coaster; Raptor — Vekoma Family Boomerang; Tourist Train, wave equipment; VR experience on Pegasus coaster; Zierer Freefall Slide; mushroom 2x Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, mutliple kid's slides 18, Pipeline, 2x TurboTwister

FRANCE
Paris, Marne-la-Vallée, Ile-de-France...Big Thunder Mountain — renovation and new Vekoma trains Futuroscope, Chasseneuil-du-Poitou...La Forge aux Étoiles — Aquatic and pyrotechnic show created by Cirque du Soleil Kid Parc, Gujan Mestras, Aquitaine...Boulet de Canon — roller coaster Le Fleury, Vauclusian-Faucon...Spinning cars roller coaster Le Pal, Domont Pierre Besbre, Auvergne...Zierer Wave Swinger Mer de Sable, Emmenommon, Picardie...Bandidos — S&S spinning coaster nigloland, Dolancourt, Champagne-Ardenne...Donjon de l'Extreme — Funtime 100m. Freefall Tower; La tour des Petits Fantomes — Zierer Family Freefall OK Corral, Cuges-les-Pins...Zierer Wave Swinger Park Astérix, Plailly, Picardie...Discobélix — Zamperla Disk'O Puy Du Fou, Les Espesses...Le Dernier Panache — Ultra HD show on 100m screen Rhône-Alpes, Les Avenières, Rhône-Alpes...Timber — Gravity Group wooden coaster

FINLAND
Särkänniemi Amusement Park, Tampere...Zamperla Discovery Revolution 360

GERMANY
Bayern Park, Reisbach, Bavaria...Dell der Adler — Gerstlauer Sky Fly Effeltrich, Gosport, Rhineland-Palatinate...Metalloft Emmeh tractor ride Europa-Park, Rust...Parc Astérix — (Grandes) Rides; Multi-lane, Kamikaze Wave Slide, Gravity Group wooden coaster; SVW indoor playground; VR experience on Pegasus coaster; Zierer Freefall Fort Fun Abenteuerland, Waterfall, North Rhine-Westphalia...Fort Fun L.A.B.S expansion with two new rides

GREECE
Legoland Windsor, Chessington...Lagotronics Products upgrade of existing Battle, No Boundaries Pretzel Coaster; Vekoma Motorbike Coaster; Raptor — Zierer custom Tivoli relocated from New MetroLand

HUNGARY
Napoli, Jiaxing...Roller Coaster — Chang Long family coaster

INDONESIA
Wayaha Perfect Park, Wuhan...Zhu hai WhiteWater Attractions Adventure Trail, Contained Play, Toddler Slide, Aquatube, Compact Slide, Freefall, Aquaspace, multисurf, Freefall, Kamikaze, Wave Slide, Rafting Ride, Alpine Coaster, Wave Boat, Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, multiple kid's slides 18, CannonBowl 40, 2x TurboTwister

IRELAND
Crazy Castle, Roscommon...Parc Astérix — Giromatik interactive 3-D dark ride; Zamperla 10-ride package

ITALY
Parco Diversions, La Uruca, San José...Splash Caribe — WhiteWater Attractions Shoot the Chute

JAPAN
Sendai, Miyagi...CrashBowl 40, Tornado 18, Pipeline, 2x TurboTwister

KOREA
Parque Comfama Copabana, Medlin, Antioquia...WhiteWater AquaCourse
Piscilago Parque Recreativo, Villanueva...ProSlide Tom,TowWave

LATVIA
Parc de Diversions, La Uruca, San José...Splash Caribe — WhiteWater Attractions Shoot the Chute

LEYDONIA
Legoland Billund, Bilund...Ninjago the Ride — Triotech and ART Engineering interactive gesture recognition dark ride

MEXICO
Biertown, Esperanza...Zhu hai WhiteWater Attractions Adventure Trail, Contained Play, Toddler Slide, Aquatube, Compact Slide, Freefall, Aquaspace, multисurf, Freefall, Kamikaze, Wave Slide, Rafting Ride, Alpine Coaster, Wave Boat, Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, multiple kid's slides 18, Pipeline, 2x TurboTwister

NEDERLAND
Alton Towers, Alton, Staffordshire...Galactica — VR experience on air flying coaster; Food Loop restaurant Big Sheep, Bideford, Devon...Big One — Zierer custom Tivoli relocated from New MetroLand Blackpool Pleasure Beach, Blackpool...Wattran Trains Maxi XT Tornado blaster dark ride

PORTUGAL
Parque de Divertimentos, Parque de Divertimentos, La Uruca, San José...Splash Caribe — WhiteWater Attractions Shoot the Chute

RUSSIA
Kazakhstan...WhiteWater AquaPlay and Aqua Spray

SINGAPORE
China...Shu hai WhiteWater Attractions Adventure Trail, Contained Play, Toddler Slide, Aquatube, Compact Slide, Freefall, Aquaspace, multисurf, Freefall, Kamikaze, Wave Slide, Rafting Ride, Alpine Coaster, Wave Boat, Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, multiple kid's slides 18, Pipeline, 2x TurboTwister

SOUTH AFRICA
Pier 11, Hout Bay, Western Cape...WhiteWater AquaPlay and Aqua Spray

SWITZERLAND
Wanda Group (park name unknown), Harbin, Heilongjiang...New park with Mack Rides Blue Fire coaster and a mouse coaster from an unknown manufacturer; S&S & 12-seat Space Shot

THAILAND
Wanda Heifei Cultural Tourism Center, Bahe, Heifei...Flip Coaster — multi-element coaster; Beijing Shijian Wandy Warm; Intamin launched mega coaster; Wild Mouse; Lagotronics Interactive 3-D ride with motion base vehicles; S&S & 12-seat Space Shot Wanda Heifei Indoor Water Park, Bahe, Heifei...ProSlide Hydromagentic Rocket, Tomba 60, Mammoth, 6-lane KrakenRacer, 2x SuperLoop with Skybox, Freefall; WhiteWater AquaPlay; SuperBowl, Boomerango, Body slide, multiple kid's slides

TURKEY
Wanda Heifei Indoor Water Park, Bahe, Heifei...ProSlide Hydromagentic Rocket, Tomba 60, Mammoth, 6-lane KrakenRacer, 2x SuperLoop with Skybox, Freefall; WhiteWater AquaPlay; SuperBowl, Boomerango, Body slide, multiple kid's slides

UKRAINE
Wayaha Perfect Park, Yuanzhao, Guanyu...Hanging Roller Coaster — Beijing Shijian suspended looping coaster
Windmill Park, Nanhu, Jiaying...Roller Coaster — Chang Long family coaster
Wuhang Zhongshan Park, Jiangnan, Wuhang...Boomerang Roller Coaster — Hebei Zhongye multi-element coaster Xiantaoa Happy Valley, Xiantao, Hubei...Zhpiao double loop/double cork screw coaster Yin & Yang Water World, Henan...WhiteWater Attractions Shoot the Chute Yin Jinxi Water Park, Zheghou...WhiteWater largest single waterpark contract in history inuding AquaSphere+Manta, Family Ride, AquaSphere+Master Blaster, Abyss 71, Abyss 55, Dueling Master Blasters, Constrictor+SuperBowl, Boomerango+Manta, AquaPlay Giant Rainfortress, additional slides Zhu Hai Ocean Park, Zhuming...WhiteWater Attractions Adventure Trail, Contained Play, Toddler Play=AquaSpray

USA
Alton Towers, Alton, Staffordshire...Galactica — VR experience on air flying coaster; Food Loop restaurant Big Sheep, Bideford, Devon...Big One — Zierer custom Tivoli relocated from New MetroLand Blackpool Pleasure Beach, Blackpool...Wattran Trains Maxi XT Tornado blaster dark ride

YUGOSLAVIA
Parc de Diversiones, La Uruca, San José...Splash Caribe — WhiteWater Attractions Shoot the Chute

ZAMBIA
Legoland Billund, Bilund...Ninjago the Ride — Triotech and ART Engineering interactive gesture recognition dark ride

Legoland Windsor, Windsor, Berkshire...The Lego Movie 4D — A New Adventure

Old MacDonald's Farm, Brentwood, Essex...Dogy Dog — SBS MX48 family coaster

Olympia Park, London...AccelorMittal Orbit — Vekoma sleeve slide from top of tower — longest in the world

Paulton's Park, Romsey, Hampshire...Flight of the Pterosaur — Vekoma Suspended Family Coaster; Raptor — Vekoma Family Boomerang; DinoCoaster Tourist Train, wave equipment; VR experience on Pegasus coaster; Zierer Freefall Slide; mushroom 2x Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, multiple kid's slides 18, Pipeline, 2x TurboTwister

Thorpe Park, Chertsey, Surrey...Derren Brown's Ghost Train — darkride with visual effects

Dahabiyat Radisson Blu Resort, Sharm el Seikh...Polin 2x Black Hole, Turbolance, Space Boat, Black Hole, Multislide, Freefall, 2x Twist, multiple kid's slides

Jaz Mirabel Club Resort, Sharm el Seikh...Polin 2x Black Hole, Turbolance, Family Racing Slide, Uplift Flying Boat, Tunnel Frefall, Freefall, Kamikaze, Wave Slide, Rafting Slide, 2x Flying Boat, 2x Space Boat, Aquatube, Body slide, multiple kid's slides

Rhaham Resort, Naqab Bay, South Sinai...Polin Freefall, Multislide, Flying Boats, 2x compact slide; mushroom
Gardaland, Etnaland, Luna Park, Tayto Park, Ashbourne, Meath…Zamperla 48-seat Endeavour; Power Surge, Windstarz
Leolandia, Lotus…ProSlide Tornado 24+Tornado 24, Tornado 60, Tornado 18, Pipe-LineWay, CannonBowl 40
Smiley World, …Wattpatt Starts Mini Express Train
Trans Studio Mini, Baklapan, East Kalimantan…Vekoma Junior Coaster
Eram Amusement Park, Tehran…Funtime Starflyer, Zierer Star Shape
Baghdad, Baghdad…Polin King Cobra, Black Hole+2x Uphill Navigtour, Racer Slide+Space Boat+2x Turbolance, Surf Safari, Looping Rocket, Space Hole Bowl, 4x Windigo, Aquatheque+Space Body Slide, Black Hole+Flying Boats, Rafting Slide+Flying Boats, 2x Kamikaze, 2x Freefall, multiple kids attractions
Tayo Park, Ashbourne, Meath…Zamperla 48-seat Endaveyour; Power Surge, Windstarz
Luna Park, Tel Aviv…Funtime Starflyer
Etnaln, Belpasso…ProSlide BehemothBowl 40+TornadoWave, 2x SuperLoop with SkyBox
Polin, Castelnuovo del Gardo…Kung Fu Panda Master — Fabbi Spinning Mouse; Second themed hotel
Leolandia, Capriate San Gervasio, Lombardy…Expansion of kids areas with Thomas the Tank Engine and Masha the Bear
Mirabilandia, Savio…Far West Valley; Zamperla Midi Disk’O Coaster KiteFlyer
Nagashima Spa Land, Nagashima…WhiteWater AquaPlay Giant RunFortress, 4L Mat Racer; New PTCI train
Parque Espaana-Spain Spain Village, Shima, Mie…Kiddy Montserrat — family roller coaster
Shibamuna World, Saka, Fukui…WhiteWater Abyss
Universal Studios Japan, Osaka…Flying Dolphin — B&M flying coaster
Yomuriland, Tokyo…Spin Runway — Gerstlauer Spinning Coaster
Kuwait
Kuwait Magic, Al Manabul…Golden Horse spinning coaster
Desaru Water Park, Lotus…Proslide Tornado 24+Tornado 24, Tornado 60, Tornado 12, CannonBowl 30, RiderHouse 500, Kidz Slides
Legoland Malaysia, Nusajaya, Johor…Ninjago the Ride — Triotech and ART Engineering interactive gesture recognition dark ride
Movie Animation Park Studios, Ipoh, Perak…AstroPond Attack — SBF Spinning Coaster; Mr. Pea- body & Sherman’s Time Adventure — indoor roller coaster; Caper — Sally Interactive dark ride
Sunway Lagoon, Subang, Jaya, Selangor…Interlink Water Coaster; new Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon with WhiteWater AquaLoop, FlatLine Loop, Boomerang, Innerslide Slides, Raft Ride, AquaPlay RunFortress, AquaCourse
Aquapark Budva, Budva…Polin King Cobra, Looping Rocket
Morocco
Seafront Promenade, Agadir…Fabbi 40m Ferris Wheel (late 2015)
Tambas Aquaparc, Casablanca, Maroc…ProSlide CannonBowl 40
Adventurepark Hellendoorn, Hellendoorn, Overijssel…REG upgrade to Discovery Club dark ride
Dreliet Family Park, The Hague, Zuid-Holland…Zierer kiddie freefall tower
Dreinull, Wassenberg, Zuid-Holland…Gerstlauer Sky Fly
Efteling, Kerkrade, Limburg…New story land in fairytale forest
Waiboli rubbish, Flevoland…Lost Gravity — Mack Rides multi-element coaster
Wildlands Adventure Zoo, Emmen…Vekoma 1-Ride; Mack boat ride
Tunisferynd, Vinterborgo, Oslo…Ragnarok — Hafema raider ride
Oman
Marjatat Oman, Al Sawadi…New 25,000 square-foot indoor water park
Poland
Energilandia, Zator, Malopolskie…Rollercoaster Formula 1 — Vekoma launched multi-element coaster
Rabland, Lesznio…Fabbi 30m Ferris Wheel
Zatorland, Zator, Malopolski…Dino coaster — family coaster
PORTUGAL
Slide and Splash, Estoril, Lagoa…ProSlide TornadoWave
Kvaris Indoor Water Park, Novosibirsk…New water park, largest in Russia with WhiteWater attractions: Manta, AquaCourse, AquaLoop, AquaSphere, Space Bowl, Constrictor, Aquaplay, body and tube slides
Sochi Park Adventureland, Sochi, Krasnodar Krai…Zamperla Galleon
SOUTH AFRICA
K tenserval, Kosov…Polin Multisurf, Tumana Slide, Looping Rocket, Space Shuttle, 3x Windigo
SWITZERLAND
Thermal Kesov, Kosov…Polin Star Flyer, New boutique hotel
Daftiland, Stordstad…Fabbi Crazy Pots
Kneepbynn, Visby, Gotland…SBF/Visa MX49 Cyclon coaster
Kolmarden, Norkoping, Östergötland…Wildlife — RMC wooden coaster
Liseberg, Gothenburg…Aero Spin — Gerstlauer Sky Roller; Bertazon double decker carousel
Skea Sommerland, Auswil… ProSlide 3x Tornado Wave
SWeden
Mount Gurten, Bern…Wiegand summer toboggan
TAIWAN
E-Da World, Kaohsiung…Fabbi 30m Ferris Wheel
Formosan Aboriginal Cultural Village, Yuchang, Nantou…Hafema Rapids Ride
Shang Shun Plaza, Miaoli…WhiteWater Attractions Ropes Course, toddler Play, Clip ‘N Climb, Ballocity, Adventure Trail, Sky Tykes and Skyrail ZipLine
Shang Shun World, Miaoli…WhiteWater Attractions play structures
Suzuka Circuit Park, Suzuka, Mie…Zierer family tower
THAILAND
Alpine Coaster, Chiang Mai…Alpine Coaster — Wiegand Alpine Coaster
Ramayana Resort, Pattaya…WhiteWaterFlume-through-FlumePython, AquaPlayRainfortress, AquaSpray, Double Python, Family Raft ride, Dueling Master Blair, Boomerang, 4L Whirl- izard, Freefall Plus, AquaLoop, duel wave pool, lazy river
Santorini Water Fantasy, Perissa…ProSlide Tornado 60
Macoya Waterpark, Chaguaramas…ProSlide Ridehouse 250 with 2x Twister; Kidz slides: ProRa- cer, MiniRiver, Twister, Tornado 12, Bowl, Twister
Park name unknown, Chaguaramas…WhiteWater Constrictor, Boomerang, Rattler, SpaceBowl, 6L Mat Racer
Tunisia Hotel Miramar Djerba, Djerba…Polin Space Hole, Multislide, Kamikaze Tunel, Freefall, Rafting Slide, Black Hole, Turbolance, Black Hole+Flying Boats, multiple kid’s slides
Turkey
Ankarkapi, Ankara…New park with 15 coaster, multiple rides from Levent Lunapark, Intamin, Zamperla, SBF/Visa, Zierer, Bejing Shibaolai, and Intpark
Rixos e Tamali Park, Antalya…JRA associates new park with water park, aquarium, dolphinarium, hotel and spa; Polin Windigo, Kamikaze, Free fall, Looping Rocket, Magicon, Family Rafting- Navigator, Uphill-Rafting+Black Hole, 2x Black Hole, Black Hole+ Rafting, Space Boat, Space Shuttle multiple kid’s slides.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi…Flying Aces — Intamin hypercoaster; Mission Ferrari — Dynamic Attractions multi-launch coaster; Vortex — Intamin Shuttle; Benno’s Great Race — interactive dark ride
Hub Zero Dubai, Dubai…WhiteWater Attractions Climbing Zone with Ropes Course
IMG Worlds of Adventure, Dubai…Velociraptor Mega Launch Coaster — Mack Rides launched looping coaster; Mack Rides spinning coaster; Husi Top Spin
Legoland Dubai, Dubai…Dragon — Zierer Force Five roller coaster with darkride component; Dragon’s Apprentice — family coaster; Zierer Jet Skis and Duplo Planes
Motogonate, Dubai…New park. Gerstlauer LSM coaster, bobsled coaster; Mack rides suspended dark ride; S&S 16-seat combo tower
Sage Republic, Dubai…WhiteWater Attractions ropes course
Levinia Mall, Kiev…Vekoma Suspended Family Coaster; Zamperla Air Race, Disk’O, Jumpin’ Tower, Windhearer
Respublika, Kiev…Mauer Spinning Coaster; Vekoma Junior Coaster
VIETNAM
Alpine Coaster, Halong Bay…Wiegand Alpine Coaster
Asia Park, Da Nang…Vekoma Junior Coaster; Port of Sky Treasure — Vekoma Mine Train; Premier Riders suspended coaster; Premier Riders Ferris Wheel lift coaster; all relocated from Hard Rock Park
Ocean Park, Ha Long, Quang Ninh…B&M multi-element coaster relocated from Hard Rock Park; Vekoma Junior Coaster; Vekoma Family mini-coaster
WALES
Barry Island Pleasure Park, Barry Island, Vale of Glamorgan…Sharky & Pirates — SBF Big Apple/Wacky Worm; Go Gator — Wisdom Rides powered coaster
Coney Beach Pleasure Park, Fortschwl…Brogden…Crazy Mouse — Reverchon spinning mouse relocated from Bundoran Adventure Park
Snowdonia National Park, Penrhyndeudraeth…Alpine Coaster UK — Wiegand Alpine Coaster